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Presentation
We all already have faced the fear of a dazzling dump coming from nowhere in DEFI
when we’re not on screen or sometimes in just a few seconds.

That’s why, to fix this problem, our project is to create a DEFI trading platform which
will allow you to use trading options like take profit, stop loss, limit order, contract
sniping and even more.

Moreover, our token is innovating as it is the first token with fees that are
automatically set by the contract and changing depending on the chart to increase
pump and curb dump.

Our token will also offer you rewards in Harmony $ONE, the amount of rewards is
changing and is totally drive by the contract depending on the chart.
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Roadmap
February / March 2022
- Website development
- Whitepaper creation
- Presale Launch (23/02/2022)
- Beginning of CandleTrade
- Token Launch (03/03/2022)
- Firsts listings

April 2022
-

Platform design

-

Primary tests of CandleTrade platform

-

More marketing

-

Staking

-

Trade

-

Listing Livecoinwatch

May 2022
-

Bot

-

Dashboard

-

Finalization of CandleTrade Platform

-

Intense Marketing

-

Audit

-

Listing CoinMarketCap and Coingecko
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Candle Smart Contract
The contract which drive Candle Token have been totally made by our team in
solidity language and will be first deployed on Binance Smart Chain as it is the
most used Blockchain actually.

Contract Address :
0x17ad94E10DbCFFAF36C8112C805127cF2b83dD97

Contract deployment :
03/03/2022
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Tokenomics
Volume :
Amount of buy and sell

Buy volume :
Proportion of buy volume in total volume

Sell volume :
Proportion of sell volume in total volume

Buy taxes :
It changes depending on buy volume (or sell volume).
A function added to our contract allows it to have a precise fee for a given buy volume ( or
sell volume). The chosen model actually allow us to have :
- for 0% buy volume : 0% buy fee
- for 50% buy volume : 7.5 % buy fee
- for 100% buy volume : 10% buy fee

Sell taxes :
It changes depending on buy volume (or sell volume).
A function added to our contract allows it to have a precise fee for a given buy volume ( or
sell volume). The chosen model actually allow us to have :
- for 0% buy volume : 25% sell fee
- for 50% buy volume : 13% sell fee
- for 100% buy volume : 9% sell fee
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Taxes distribution :
The amount of token collected in the buy and sell fee is sent to a wallet.
When someone makes a sale, if this wallet exceed a certain amount, then the wallet
sell these tokens. The BNB collected due to these sale are distributed precisely (
depending again on buy and sell volumes) between rewards, marketing and liquidity
pool.
The chosen model actually allow us to have :
- for 0% buy volume :0% rewards | 60% Liquidity pool | 40% marketing
- for 50% buy volume : 50% rewards | 20% Liquidity pool | 30% marketing
- for 100% buy volume : 80% rewards | 10% Liquidity pool | 10% marketing
Taxes are evolutive in real time depending on buy and sell volume limiting or
increasing some events such as panic sell or buy back after a dip.
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Repartition

CandleTrade DEFI Trading Platform

The trading platform we are creating will be first for Binance Smart chain users and
will allow you to use trading options like take profit, stop loss, limit order, sniping
contracts and even more. You will also be able to stack your tokens on this
platform .
You will be able to have these functionalities by 2 ways. First you will be able to
stack a certain amount of token, the more you will be stacking the more trading
options you will be able to use. But you will also be able to use these options
without having any Candle token by paying a fee (<1%) on every transaction using
our trading options, depending on which one you choose to use.
The platform will be connected to Pancakeswap and will have charts and tools for
technical analysis for every currency.
The platform will later be expanded on other Blockchain when the platform will be
totally finished on BSC.
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Our platform, CandleTrade, of which we already develop some trading options and
which are presented to you bellow will allow you to have better results on your
investments thanks to our trading options :
- Take profit will allow you to specify a ceiling price, above this price your tokens
will be sold at all or only a part depending on your choice.
- Stop loss will conversely allow you to specify a floor price, under this price your
tokens will be sold at all or only a part depending on your choice.
- Limit order will allow you to specify a price below which you tokens will be buy.
- A bot will also be available on our platform and will allow you to do contract
sniping in different situation (a function of contract scan will be made available to
you in order to allow you to collect all the informations you need to use our bot) :
● In a token launch our bot will buy for you as soon as the liquidity will be add by
the contract owner. The bot will also allow you to do it with multiple wallets at the
same time
● You will also have the possibilities to program the bot to sell before others when
he’ll detect a huge sell to come or a liquidity withdraw. It will allow you to avoid
dumps and keep your portfolio safe.
- You will also have a Dashboard on our platform which will allow you to follow the
growth of your investments in DEFI.
The list above isn’t exhaustive, more trading options will be add and we will inform
you when they’ll be developed.
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The screenshot presented above isn’t permanent and is only the result of our
developments.
The design will be done after development to integrate it to the platform.
The trading options will also be improve to make their use intuitive.
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Legal

The Whitepaper consists of information provided for discussion purposes only and does
not constitute investment advice of any kind.
Further, it does not constitute an offer to sell any stock or security or a solicitation to buy
any stock or security. None of the information contained in this Whitepaper is intended to
influence any investment decision nor should it be used as the basis for an investment
decision of any kind. Advice regarding investment in any security, or any tax or legal advice,
should only be given by an investment advisory firm, and Candle is not an investment
advisory firm.
The Candle Team encourages readers to seek appropriate and independent professional
advice to inform themselves of the legal requirements and tax consequences of any
investments they make, both within Candle and in the blockchain industry. Investments
should only be made with the assistance of an independent financial advisor in the context
of their countries of citizenship or residence, and their place of business with respect to the
acquisition, holding or trading of Candle or any other token.
Please note that this Whitepaper does not constitute an offer to sell, or the solicitation of an
offer to buy, for any person for whom it may be unlawful to participate in a sale of token.
Those for whom it is unlawful to participate should not participate. Consult your lawyer or
accountant to determine whether it is lawful for you to participate in this token sale. This
Whitepaper should in no way be construed as being intended to create a contract for
investment. This Whitepaper may be revised, with the newest edition always appearing on
our website. For each revision cycle, we will provide notes on what has changed the
justification for the change. Updated versions of the Whitepaper may contain information
which may override, clarify or contradict previous versions, in which case the latest version
should be considered the most accurate and up to date. Because of this, versions which are
found outside of the official Candle website may contain out- of- date or inaccurate
information.
The most up- to- date version of the Whitepaper can be located online at https://candlefinance.com
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Disclaimer
Crypto assets are a high- risk investment.
The market is volatile and large price swings can occur in a short period of time.
You could lose your entire investment.
Do not spend more money than you can afford to lose.
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